Avion Silver ’75
...a very sterling lifestyle
The Avion Lifestyle

...it's not for everyone.

Every Avion Silver is designed, constructed and furnished for a particular kind of owner. You don't buy an Avion for weekends in the park. You buy it for a lifestyle of new freedoms, new conveniences.

Avion owners are a breed apart in their desire for comfort and their appreciation of quality. They spend a lot of time in their Avion's—many of them following the seasons to every corner of our country.

If you are one of those who enjoy the freedom of unlimited mobility combined with the ultimate comforts of home, you'll find both in your Avion Silver.

The following pages explain just how we build them that way.
Avion floor plan makes optimum use of space for your enduring comfort. Avion craftsmanship makes the interior a pleasure to behold and a lifestyle to enjoy in every detail.
Avion
Comfort
...it's beautiful!

The Avion lifestyle means living in style. Every inch of your Avion is designed with comfort—and beauty—in mind. From the meticulous floor plan to the custom-fitted cabinetry, no detail is considered unimportant. Your Avion beds feature Sealy Posturepedic® mattresses, of course. All fabrics and carpeting are also of top-line quality, as are the appliances. All cabinetry is birch veneer, hand-finished in rich walnut. Only the practical mica counter tops are of synthetic material, and they have a woodgrain finish to blend with the decor.

Avion owners want the best. We make sure they get it.
The compact galley includes a wealth of storage space. Refrigerator/freezer is flanked with cabinetry.

Shower features telephone head on flexible hose. Bathroom has vanity, adjustable mirror, linen closet and medicine cabinet.
Avion Convenience

...seeing is believing.

You have to live in an Avion Silver to fully appreciate the built-in conveniences. Take storage space, for instance. Or the compact, everything-at-your-fingertips galley. Or the beautifully appointed bathroom. No other travel trailer gives you so many pleasant surprises.

The Avion 50-gallon fresh water system stole a march on the industry. It assures more water for kitchen, lavatory and shower, plus longer range between hookups. Like every other Avion feature, it is designed to give you more value for your lifestyle investment.

Avion water system provides a 50-gallon fresh water supply, plus 25-gallon waste water tank and a 25-gallon sewage holding tank. You get more water for your comfort and convenience, plus longer range between hookups.
Triple-beam frame of heavy-duty steel is first step in sturdy, tight construction for every road and weather condition.

MORyde suspension combines tough rubber blocks bonded to steel plates, an independently suspended walking beam and finest shock absorbers available.

Note how each wheel takes chuckhole in turn, while other wheel maintains trailer in level position. No bouncing, no twisting—just a nice, smooth Avion ride.

Thermo-X urethane foam is sprayed on throughout interior. It hardens permanently in place to seal out heat, cold, dust and noise while reinforcing walls and roof.
Avion Construction ... rather incomparable.

Every Avion Silver is built from the ground up, starting with a triple-beam frame of heavy-duty steel mounted on unique MOR/ryde suspension. The interior is coated with spray-on, Thermo-X insulation which hardens to a permanent, non-shifting shield against heat, cold, moisture and noise. Every module of cabinetry is custom-fitted and hand-finished. There are no gaps, no rough edges, no prefab shortcuts. Top-brand appliances are fitted snugly into place and firmly mounted against the stresses and strains of back road travel. Fabrics and carpeting are tailored to fit precisely. Finally, every Avion must pass a ninety-point inspection system before leaving our plant. We want to make sure your Avion is everything you expect.

AVION COACH WARRANTY

We warrant the basic construction and component equipment, except tires, installed at the factory against failure resulting from defective materials or workmanship for a period of twelve months from the date of the original purchase.

We agree to repair or replace defective parts at no charge for parts or labor. Repairs to be made under the terms of this warranty may be made at franchised Avion dealers, Avion Service Corporation, 1576 East Empire Avenue, Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022, or other authorized service facilities with prior approval from Avion Service Corporation. Work performed at Avion Service Corporation is by appointment only.

Transportation and related expense, such as meals, lodging, gas, etc., shall be the responsibility of the owner. For service under the terms of individual manufacturer warranty for the various appliances or equipment in your Avion, you must contact an authorized service company of the appliances or equipment involved.

This warranty is in lieu of all other warranties expressed or implied and excludes conditions from normal wear, accident, abuse, exposure, overload or inadequate routine maintenance as suggested in the owner’s manual.

AVION COACH CORPORATION
Avion's double-wall aluminum construction features glare-free anodized exterior to resist scratches, dents and rust. Wipes clean with a damp cloth—never needs polishing.

New for '75—strong security latches for all opening windows in your Avion.

Another new feature for Avion Silver '75. Front picture window now has louvered section to open as desired. Note also how stone shield becomes attractive awning. Picture window, itself, is tinted to reduce glare and is highly impact-resistant.

Rear bumper stores flexible tube for draining waste and sewage tanks.

When sink is not in use, attractive covers provide added work space.
Avion Niceties

...attention to details that count.

We get a lot of letters, from new Avion owners in particular, commenting on the "nice little touches" of comfort and convenience not found in other travel trailers.

Every owner comes to appreciate the glare-free anodized aluminum exterior because it wipes clean with a damp cloth and needs no polishing. Another popular feature is the stone shield that protects the front picture window on the road and becomes an attractive awning when raised.

The fact that all windows are tinted and impact-resistant gets much favorable comment. The hollow rear bumper that serves to store the waste disposal tube is another winner. Women, of course, find all kinds of "Oohs" and "Ahs" in the galley.

Here are just a few of the niceties that help make Avion exceptional. Including those that are new for '75.
The Avion Travelcade Club ... a bonus that comes with your Avion Silver.

Every Avion owner is entitled to membership in this friend-'n'-fun-findin' bonanza. Exciting trips to unforgettable places. The company and companionship of other Avion lifestylers.

Your Avion Silver is your passport to this very special land of adventure. Ask your Avion dealer for a club folder and the latest copy of Travelcade News. Or write to Avion Coach Corporation, 1300 E. Empire, Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022.